FLEXIBLE AUTOMATED SOLUTIONS

WE ARE SOLUTION PROVIDERS

PRE-TEC, a Division of Willamette Valley Company, is a powerful team of innovative, take-charge individuals who know how to change ideas into reality.

ROBOT ← FLOOR

APPLICATIONS

PRE-TEC provides flexible, automated solutions for:

MATERIAL HANDLING
Load & Unload, Machine Tending, Palletizing, Part Transfer

FINISHING
Coating, Deburring, Drilling/Milling, Grinding, Polishing, Routing, Sanding, & Sealing

WELDING
Integrated MIG, TIG, Brazing, & Soldering Applications

GENERAL MANUFACTURING
Material Handling, Welding, Dispense, Finishing

WOOD PRODUCTS MANUFACTURING
Painting, Plugging, Wrapping, Patching

WILLAMETTE VALLEY COMPANY

COMPANY OVERVIEW
• Founded in 1952
• Multi-national company
• Privately held
• 18 locations
• Over 300 employees

MARKETS SERVED
• Wood products industry
• Railroad
• Specialty coatings
• Equipment & robotics
• Do-it-yourself products
• Industrial adhesives
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CUSTOM ROBOTIC SYSTEMS

ENGINEERING & SERVICE
Brian Clark, Senior Mechanical Engineer
(541) 984-4826
brian.clark@pre-tec.com

Collin Brooks, Automation Project Engineer
(541) 984-4825
collin.brooks@pre-tec.com

Dan Lambrecht, Robot Programming Technician
(541) 484-2368
dan.lambrecht@pre-tec.com

David Dukelow, Electrical Engineer
(541) 984-4818
david.dukelow@pre-tec.com

Dennis Anders, Automation Project Engineer
(541) 984-4853
dennis.anders@pre-tec.com

Jeff Johnston, Sr. Robotics Apls. & Sales Engineer
(541) 984-4809
jeff.johnston@pre-tec.com

Jeff Steiner, Sr. Welding Automation Project Engineer
(541) 984-4857
jeff.steiner@pre-tec.com

Kevin Danhof, Electrical Engineer
(541) 984-4819
kevin.danhof@pre-tec.com

Martin Holland-Bak, Product Dev. Engineer
(541) 984-4834
martin.holland-bak@pre-tec.com

Mike Fling, Robot Service Manager
(541) 984-4816
mike.fling@pre-tec.com

Mike Hale, Robot Programming Technician
(541) 484-2368
mike.hale@pre-tec.com

Nathan Olson, Robot Programming Technician
(541) 484-2368
nathan.olson@pre-tec.com

Oleg Diduh, Electrical Engineer
(541) 984-4831
oleg.diduh@pre-tec.com

Peter Martens, Mechanical Engineer
(541) 984-4858
peter.martens@pre-tec.com

Scott Rosenfeld, Electrical Engineer
(541) 984-4830
scott.rosenfeld@pre-tec.com

Steve Ellison, Engineering Manager
(541) 984-4811
steve.ellison@pre-tec.com

Thane Miller, Automation Project Engineer
(541) 984-4813
thane.miller@pre-tec.com

SALES & GENERAL ADMIN
Annie Farrald, Procurement Administrator
(541) 984-4784
annie.farrald@pre-tec.com

Becky Clayton, Sales Administrative Assistant
(541) 984-4793
becky.clayton@pre-tec.com

Dave Hogue, Parts / Logistics
(541) 984-4804
dave.hogue@pre-tec.com

Karl Hiedemann, Sales Mgr, Robotics & Automation
(541) 984-4823
karl.hiedemann@pre-tec.com

Mark Matteson, Sales Administrator
(541) 984-4803
mark.matteson@pre-tec.com

Mark Osuna, Sales Mgr, Vision & Wood Products
(541) 984-4827
mark.osuna@pre-tec.com

Rich Reardon, General Manager
(541) 984-4845
rich.reardon@pre-tec.com

Stan Reynolds, Operations Manager
(541) 984-4828
stan.reynolds@pre-tec.com

Summer McDonald, Engineering Administrator
(541) 984-4817
summer.mcdonald@pre-tec.com